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A contribution to the theory 
of countably modulared spaces of double sequences 
ALEKSANDER WASZAK 
Abstract. For the sequences of ^-functions (ifj) and (<3>.) we may define two sequences of 
pseudomodulars (pj) and (vi), whidi are generated by variation and sequential modulus. 
In the following, we define new modulars and respective countably modulared spaces, and 
next some properties of these spaces and connections between them are considered. 
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1. Notat ion. 
In order to built up a general theory of modular spaces it is advisable to investigate 
concrete examples of modular spaces which may be applied in various problems of 
mathematical analysis. The theory of countably modulared spaces was started by 
[1] and next was developed in [4], [5] and also for instance in [6], [9] and [10]. In 
this paper we consider countably modulared spaces of double sequences, which are 
generated by sequential modulus and variation. 
1.1. Sequences. Let X be the space of all real, bounded double sequences. Se-
quences belonging to X will be denote by 
x = (V) = (V)~,=o = ((*)»») = ((*)M,)*,»O. \X\ = (Mi), x» = (*£„). 
By a convergent sequence we shall mean double sequence converging in the sense 
of Pringsheim. 
The translation operator r m n , (m,n=0,l,2, . . . ) of the sequence x € X is defined 
by the formula Tmnx = ((rm nx)M I /), where 
(T™ 
The sequence ((Tmnar)Mi/)2°t/-=0 *
s called the (ra,n)-translation of the sequence 
xeX. 
1.2.Functions. Let (ipj)JLl and ($ t')Si ^
e t w o sequences of ^-functions, and let 
$ be a nonnegative, nondecreasing function of u > 0 such that $?(u) —> 0 as u —*• 0+. 
In the sequel the following hypotheses will be used from time to time: 
(1°) There exist positive constants K', c, u' and an index io such that #»(cu) < 
K'$io(u) iot0<u<u' and i > iQ. 
*/*,, for џ < m and v < n, 
*/i-J-m,, for џ > m and v < n, 
tџ,»+n for џ < m and v > n, 
*џ+m,v+n for џ > m and v > n. 
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(2°) There exist positive constants K, c, UQ and an index jo such that <pj(cu) < 
Ky>jQ(u) for all j > jo and 0 < u < UQ. 
(3°) There exists a u0 > 0 such that for every 6 > 0 there is an 17 > 0 satisfying 
the inequality ty(rju) < 8$(u) for 0 < u <UQ. 
(4°) For any «i > 0 and 61 > 0 there is an r?i > 0 such that V(r}u) < 81®(u) for 
all 0 < u < «i and 0 < TJ < rji. 
1.3. Var ia t ion and sequent ia l modulus . The ^-variation of the sequence 
x € X is defined as 
00 
V*((x)=Vi(x) = SUp ] T <t>i(|tm,t_l>n^1 -tm^ltn¥ - t m ) 1 ) » M + *mM,n„l) 
(mM),(n,,) ^.|/-_i 
where the supremum runs through all increasing subsequences (mM) and (n„) of 
indices. 
Let us remark that we may introduce more general functional v$.(x) = $t(|£oo|) + 
v$ ,.(#), but in this case we limit ourselves to the space of all sequences x € X such 
that too = 0. 
The sequential <pj -modulus of the sequence x G X is defined as 
^(x;r,s) =Uj(x;r,s) = 
= sup sup sup supv3j(|(roo-c)Mi/ - (Tmo.r)MI/ - (r0„x)Mi, + (rmna:)MI/|) 
m>r n>s n>m v>n 
2. Coun tab ly modulared spaces. Let $ be a given function (defined as in 1.2). 
For every convex (^-function y>j (j=l,2, . . . ) we may define pseudomodulars 
(1) PVJ(X) = Pj(x) = s u p r ^ u v ^ x j r ^ ) ) 
r,s 
and respective modular spaces 
XPlfi. = XPi = {x e X : pj(Xx) -> 0 as A-4 0+}. 
Moreover, we may introduce an F-norm 
M«ll»v J s |WI«=-- f{ ->0:p>(f )<e} 
and a-homogeneous norm 
ll<, = M'„ = {* > 0 : W(-5i) < 1} = -P (^S0 
(if # is an 5-convex function and ^-functions <pj are convex.) 
Moreover, for a given ^-function $i and pseudomodular u,- we define a space 
Xv+. = XVi s= X+t = {x £ X : Vi(\x) —> 0 as A —> 0+}. 
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By means of the sequences (</>>) and ($ . ) we shall define two sequences of pseudo-
modulars (pj) and (vi), and the following extended real-valued functionals (which 




p0(x) =SUp/9j (x) 
3 
k 
Ps(x) = Y^Pj(x), 
.» = -
1 PÅ* 1 ц ,ш- 1 
PvW^sup У^p^x), pM) = УІTПT^ 
k kjҐi ;tí2Jl + PjM ' 
VQ(X) = supi>,(x), Vз(x) = X) «•(*)» 
1 vt(x) va(x) = swp- ]•%,(*), vu\x) = Y^үij-т^: 
In consequence, we may obtain the following countably modulared spaces X$ and 
xp, where C? and p denote any of the symbols (2) and (3), respectively. 
3 .Propert ies of countably modulared spaces. 
Theorem 1. Let (ipj) be a given sequence of <p-functions which satisfy the condition 
(2°), and let $ be a function (defined as in 1.2J which satisfies the property (A2) 
for small u. The spaces XPo, XPa. SPw are identical. 
PROOF : If x £ XPw = f | J l , XP], then pj(Ax) —> 0 as A -* 0+ for each j separately. 
In consequence 
r3^(14;^ (Ax; r, s,)) —> 0 as A —+ 0+ 
for each j separately and for all r and s. Applying properties of ^ and definition 
of ujy. (x\ r, s) we have 
Sup SUp SUp SUp¥?j(A|*m + M ( n + | / - tm+li,v - tfi,n+v + -*.,*\) - • 0 m ^ r n^* M>m v>n 
as A —• 0+, for all r and 5 and for each j separately. Thus 
<j-5j(A|£m+fi.n+.v ~ tm+n,v ~ tn,n+v + tft,v\) ~* 0 
as A —• Q+, for p, > m > r, v > n > s, where r and s are arbitrary and for each j 
separately. Hence, by assumptions 
and 
*\*m+џ,n+v "*" *m+џ,v *џtn+v • *џ,v\ S
 u0 
фj(Щm+џ,n+v ~ *m+łtt,ľ ~" tџ,n+v T tџ,v\) < 
-Ь K(ft,Іo(H*m+łtt.n+»> ~ *m+м,i/ ~ tЏìП+„ +• tџ,v\) 
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for m, n, /*, v as previously and for aU j > jo, and for sufficiently small A > 0. In 
consequence for j > jo we have the following inequalities 
u}^. (\x\ r, s) < Kw^*o (-ar; r , a) 
and 
rs^(wiPj(\x;r,s)) < Kr3*(u;Wo(-a:;r,5)), 
where K denotes a certain constant defined by the condition (A2). Finally 
Pj(\x) < R<pj0(-x) 
for all j > jo and for sufficiently small A > 0. Thus x € XPo. By conditions 
XPo XI XPv C XPw and XPw C XPQ we have XPw = X , , = XPQ. m 
Theorem 2. Xet us suppose that <p-functions <fj(u), (j=l,2, ... ) satisfy the con-
dition (2°), and the function $ satisfies the condition (A2) for small u. If xp € XPw 
then the condition xp ^ 0 implies xp -£--> 0. 
PROOF : By assumption xp -----> 0, there exists a positive constant A0 dependent 
on the sequence (xp) such that 
E 1 ft . 2> 1 + i = 1 - - .-Pi(Ao^) 
as p —> 00. In consequence pj(A0.r
p) —> 0 as p ~* 00 for each j separately, with a 
constant A0 > 0. In particular, PJC(\QX
P) —> 0 as p —> 00. TakingA0 = £ we find N 
such that 
o ph(-c*>) < § 
for p > iV, where e and A: are some positive numbers. Let us remark that the 
condition (2°) implies that: There exist a positive constant c and an index j 0 such 
that for every u' > 0 there is a k' such that <pj(u) < kVio(?) for all 0 < ti < «' and 
for all j > jo. By assumptions we have that the ^-functions ^( t - ) , (j -= 1,2, . . . ) 
are equicontinuous at u =- 0, and moreover that ^-(Asc*) —* 0 as A —> 0+, for each 
j separately and for all p. Therefore, 
1̂*̂ ,1/ — ^+m,f "* ^,i/+n + *j*+m,H* J — u 
and 
<Pj(*K» - *5+m,* - «5,^f» + *5+m,H-til) -
< *Vid(-|«5^ - *5+m,* - <5ir+» + <5+m,v+nl) 
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for sufficiently small A > 0 and for j > jo. M > m > r, v > m > s, where r and s 





(**) Pj)(\x") < Kp^xn 
for all j > j 0 , for all p and for sufficiently small A > 0, where K is a constant defined 
by the conditions (A2) and (?°). The inequalities (*) and (**) lead to the condition 
pj(\xp) < e for p > N and .; > j 0 . (K < k). Finaliy, if we choose Ni in, such a 
manner that P3(\QX
P) < e for n > Ni and j = 1,2,... , j 0 — 1, then pj(\%x
p) < e 
for all j , At = min{A, A0} and for all p > max{N ,N i} . Thus ^ A t ) . • 
Remark. Let $ be a function defined as in 1.2, which satisfies the condition (3°) 
and let ^-(ti), (j -= 1,2,. . .) be convex (^-functions. The element x € X belongs to 
Xp. if and only if p{fii (kx) < 00 for some constant k > 0. 
PROOF : Let us take x € X and let p^^kx) < 00, i.e. rsilf(uj<{f.(kx;r,s)) < M for 
some k > 0, M > 0 and for all r and s. It is well known that the condition (3°) 
implies the condition (4°). We choose ux = s\ix>ra^^,(kx;ris) < oo and £1 > 0. 
Let 0 < A < k.71. In the following we have 
r.s#(w^(A.r;r,.s)) < r s f ( - ^ ( k j j r , ^ ) ) < 6trs$(^(kx-.r,*)) < SiM 
for all r and s. Finally, p^(\x) < S^M and pVj (\x) —> 0 as A -4 0+. Thus x € Xp.. 
m 
Remark. It is clear that if ^-function #j is convex, then the element x € X belongs 
to Xvt if and only if Vi(kx) < 00 for some constant k > 0. 
Theorem 3 . If the ip-functions $t(u)}(i=l,%, ... ) satisfy the condition (1°). then 
the spaces XVw, XVw and XVQ are identical. 
The proof runs on the same lines as proof of Theorem 1. 
Theorem 4. If the <p-funct%on$ #i(u), (i^l,S,... ) satisfy the condition (1°) then, 
if xp € XVw, the condition x
p -----> 0 implies the condition xp -̂ -U 0. 
PROOF : First, let us remark that by previous theorem xp 6 XVo. The condition 
(1°) may be written in the form: There exists a positive constant c and an index 
t'o such that for every it' > 0 there is a k' > 0 such that # t (u) < fe'#,0{
a) for all 
0 < ti < u' and i > t0. 
Hence 
(*) v^(\xp)<k'v^(hp) 
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for t > H &nd A > 0. By assumption %*> -Zz* 0, there exists a positive constant 
Ao dependent on the sequence (xp) such that VW(\QX
P) —> 0 as p —> oo. From the 
condition 
V+J(\QXP) 
^ - ' 2* 1 ^ i l + u*,(A0a;P) 
y 0 as p -
we conclude that t>4»<(Ao£p) —* 0 as p —» oo for each i separat<' * <1 with a constant 
Ao > 0: In particular, V*{0(\QX
P) - • 0 as p —• oo. Choosing - ^- we may find 
N' such that 
(**) ^i^P)<y • 
for p > Ni, where e is an arbitrary small number. Applying inequalities (*) and 
(**) we get v^i(\xp) < e for p > N' and i > i0. Now, we choose N in such a 
manner that v*t(Aoar*) < e for p > N and i < i0. Taking A = min{Ao,A'} we 
obtain t?*1(Ax
1') < e for p > max{N f, N} and for all i. Consequently, xp -----> 0. • 
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